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Abstract 

We study the role of electronegativity in sliding friction for five different two-dimensional 

(2D) monolayer systems using ab-initio calculations within density functional theory (DFT) 

with van der Waals (vdW) corrections. We show that the friction depends strongly on the 

involved atoms’ electronegativity difference. All the studied systems exhibit almost the same 

magnitude of the friction force when sliding along the nonpolar path, independent of the 

material and the surface structures. In contrast, for sliding friction along a polar path, the 

friction force obeys a universal linear scaling law where the friction force is proportional to 

atoms electronegativity difference of its constituent atoms. We show that atomic dipoles in the 

2D monolayers, induced by the electronegativity difference, enhance the corrugation of the 

charge distribution and increase the sliding barriers accordingly. Our studies reveal 

that electronegativity plays an important role in friction of low dimensional systems, and 

provides a strategy for designing nanoscale devices. 
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Understanding the origin of atom-scale friction, and controlling it when designing 

nanotechnological devices, pose a major challenge due to the intricate interfacial interaction [1-2]. 

Two-dimensional (2D) layered materials, such as graphene, hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN), and 

hexagonal molybdenum disulfide (MoS2), due to their strong intralayer chemical bonding compared 

with the weak interlayer physical adsorption interaction, can serve as solid lubricants to minimize 

friction and wear in many applications [3-5]. Moreover, 2D layered structures often have novel 

electronic properties widely researched in the literature, which can further our understanding of their 

tribological behavior [6-9]. 

Friction is ultimately governed by the atomistic interactions determined by quantum mechanics 

[1, 2, 9]. Several studies have demonstrated that electronic structure and charge distribution are 

closely related to the friction behavior of low-dimensional system [5, 7-10]. Electronegativity 

difference among the constituent atoms is closely related to the friction in low-dimensional materials 

[11-17]. Experiments have shown that the sliding friction in insulating multiwall boron nitride 

nanotube (BNNT) is orders of magnitude stronger than that of semimetallic carbon nanotube, which 

were attributed to an increased potential barrier caused by the charge localization induced by the 

electronegativity difference between the boron and nitrogen atoms in BNNT [12]. This localization 

effect increases the corrugation amplitude of the interfacial potential. Similarly, ab-initio molecular 

dynamics simulation showed that the coefficient of friction (COF) of liquid water sliding on h-BN 

is about three times larger than that of graphene, which was ascribed to the greater corrugation of 

the energy landscape of h-BN [13]. 

From DFT calculations, it was found that the vdW interaction determines the interlayer binding, 

and the electrostatic interaction influences the sliding barrier for h-BN sliding on h-BN [14]. Hod 

speculated that a highly anisotropic interfacial friction should exist for the h-BN bilayer [15]. Gao 

shows that the contributions of electrostatic and dispersive interactions to the sliding energy profile 

are different in bilayers graphene and h-BN [16]. These results presented above confirm that the 

polarity plays an important role in friction for low dimensional systems. However, no study showing 

a clear connection between polarity and friction properties has been established. 

In this study, the ab-initio calculations were carried out to investigate the role of 

electronegativity on friction in 2D systems [18-24]. We find that when two monolayers slide relative 



to each other, the atom electronegativity difference along the sliding path strongly influences the 

interfacial friction properties, that is, the friction scales linearly with electronegativity difference in 

the sliding path. 

Results 

In order to study the influence of polarity on friction, we first discuss the sliding paths polarity 

character. Fig. 1(a) shows a schematic diagram of the sliding interface between two monolayers. 

The atoms A, B from the upper layer, and C, D from the bottom layer are arranged alternating along 

the sliding direction. We define the sliding systems total polarity along the sliding direction as the 

sum of the polarity of each single layer in that direction, which is decided by the electronegativity 

differences between A, B atoms, and C, D atoms. Here, the h-BN bilayer is chosen as an example 

to illustrate the polarity differences in different paths (see Fig. 1(b)). The most stable AA' stacking 

(where B eclipsed N atoms) was chosen as an initial structure [14, 15, 25], and two highly symmetric 

directions were chosen as sliding paths. From the Fig. 1(b), we can see that there is only one kind 

of B (N) atom in the upper (bottom) layer along path I, and so the polarity is zero along this direction. 

However, B and N atoms are alternately arranged in the upper and the bottom layers along path II, 

which gives rise to in-plane dipoles in both the layers. Therefore, we denote path I as non-polar and 

path II as polar paths. The static friction is determined by the magnitude of the potential barrier 

along the sliding path [26-28]. Thus, depending on the sliding paths, different static friction values 

could be obtained [9, 29, 30]. In the h-BN bilayer case, the sliding paths with maximum polarity, 

and with non-polarity, are chosen to understand the relationship between electronegativity and 

friction. It also should be noted that the friction calculated is the static (or break-loose) friction force. 

However, if it is assumed that all the energy needed to reach the top of the energy barrier is dissipated 

before climbing the next barrier, the presented calculations also give information about the kinetic 

friction [31]. 

The optimized lattice parameters of graphene, h-BN, and MoS2 are 2.47, 2.51, and 3.18 Å, 

respectively. Using these lattice parameters, the most stable bilayer stacking was obtained (see 

Tables S1 and S2 in Supporting Information (SI))), and is supported by other studies [14-16, 32-39]. 

Two sheets of the 2D monolayer were moved relative to each other along paths I and II to simulate 

the sliding process (see Figs. 1(b) and Fig. S1). The COF, as a function of the load is calculated, and 



shown in Figs. 1(c)-(g). For the identical pristine bilayers, the COFs fall in a range of 0.07-0.2, 

which agrees with earlier studies [4, 8]. Among these systems, the non-polar graphene/graphene 

system (Fig. 1(c)) exhibits isotropic friction behavior. However, in the polar h-BN/h-BN (Fig. 1(d)) 

and MoS2/MoS2 (Fig. 1(e)) systems, the COF exhibit anisotropic behavior, in which the COF along 

the polar path II is almost two times larger than for the non-polar path. 

 

Fig. 1. Sliding model and friction characteristics. (a) General atomic arrangement of a sliding 

interface along the sliding direction. (b) Two sliding paths illustrated by h-BN/h-BN system with 

AA' stacking as an example. Coefficient of friction as a function of normal pressure along polar and 

non-polar paths for (c) graphene/graphene (d) h-BN/h-BN (e) MoS2/MoS2 (f) graphene/h-BN and 

(g) H-graphene/h-BN systems. 

We have examined the effect of electronegativity on the frictional properties for different 

sliding paths and found that the friction along a polar path is larger than that a non-polar path (see 

Fig. S2 in SI). Even for the minimum potential barrier path (a zigzag path), the friction of polar 

bilayer h-BN is still larger than that for the non-polar graphene system (see Fig. S3), showing that 

polarity plays an important part in the friction between two polar planes. 

We next investigated the friction between polar and non-polar sheets using the interface of 

graphene sliding on h-BN (graphene/h-BN, see Fig. S1(b)).  The computational model was 

simplified by enlarging the lattice constant of graphene to be equal to that of h-BN so that a 



commensurate interface could be formed. Although the upper layer is non-polar, path II is still polar 

due to dipoles in the bottom layer along the sliding path (Fig. 1(f)). Like the polar/polar interface, 

the COF in the non-polar/polar system is also anisotropic. Again, it indicates that the polarity still 

has a significantly influence on friction even if dipoles exist only in one layer of the sliding interface. 

Based on the graphene/h-BN system, we further consider the friction modulation by tuning the 

polarity of graphene. For this purpose, we induced polarity in the graphene lattice by single-side 

half hydrogenation (H-graphene, Fig. S1(c)). The covalent C-C bond in graphene turns into a 

partially ionic bond in H-graphene, with the charge transfer of 0.35 e. The COF between H-graphene 

and h-BN (H-graphene/h-BN) was calculated and is shown in Fig. 1(g). It is apparent that the COF 

along polar path II is larger than that of the non-polar path I. More importantly, the H-graphene/h-

BN system has a larger COF than that of the graphene/h-BN and is consistent with the increase of 

the polarity induced by hydrogenation passivation. These calculations provide new insight on how 

to modify friction by surface modification. 

 

Fig. 2. Potential energy surfaces (PES). (a) graphene/graphene, (b) graphene/h-BN and (c) h-

BN/h-BN systems. The minimum is taken as a reference. The corresponding potential barrier and 

friction forces along the three paths are plotted under each PES. 

The variation of the binding energy as a function of the relative lateral position of the two 

surfaces in contact is denoted as the potential energy surface (PES) [24]. The corrugation of the PES 



determines the intrinsic resistance to sliding and indicates of the maximum energy that can be 

dissipated during frictional processes. In this calculation, the atoms at each stacking are allowed to 

fully relax along vertical direction and so we construct an actual PES at zero pressure. To do this, 

three typical systems are chose to represent the non-polar/non-polar, non-polar/polar and polar/polar 

cases, namely, graphene/graphene, graphene/h-BN and h-BN/h-BN, respectively. The calculated 

PESs are shown in Fig. 2. We can see that the corrugation of the PES is strongly dependent on 

polarity of sliding paths, whereas h-BN/h-BN system sliding along path II possesses the largest 

corrugation (Fig. 2(c)), and the graphene/graphene system the smallest one (Fig. 2(a)). The 

magnitude of saddle point interaction energy and the maximum corrugation amplitude of the PES 

for graphene/graphene and h-BN/h-BN systems can be found in Tables S1 and S2. To examine the 

difference of the sliding path on friction, we plotted the potential profiles along the two paths, as 

indicated in middle of Fig. 2. In the graphene/graphene system, of course, they exhibit the same 

potential energy corrugation. However, for the graphene/h-BN and h-BN/h-BN systems, the 

corrugation along path II is much larger than that of path I. The lateral forces acting on the slider 

dragged along the two paths were also calculated and are shown in Fig. 2 (bottom). In all, the 

anisotropic friction behavior for the polar system [14] is blindingly obvious, which corroborates the 

results in Fig. 1.  

In addition, the majority view is that the real sliding path between neighbor minima at static 

friction occurs near saddle points of PES. The sliding barrier and friction force along the minimum 

potential energy path (zigzag path, see Figs. 2 and S3) indicate that even for the zigzag path polarity 

still plays an important role in friction for the h-BN/h-BN bilayer. We also calculated the PESs for 

the other two systems, which also exhibit larger friction along the polar path (see Fig. S4).  

From the above calculations, we conclude that the frictional properties exhibited by 2D systems 

both with and without external load depend on the polarity and hence on the sliding direction. The 

sliding potential barrier NV E F h     , where NF  is the external load, E  and h  are the 

changes in the binding energy and the interlayer separation during sliding, respectively [23]. Note 

that V  depends on (a) the variation of the adsorption bond energy E , and (b) the work done 

NF h   to overcome the h   during sliding. When no external load is applied, the friction is 



determined by the E  . However, for the normal loads used in our study, the most important 

contribution to the sliding barrier comes from the work done against the external force (see Fig. S5).  

 

Fig. 3. The charge density difference information. (a) The charge density difference of bilayer 

graphene, with an isosurface charge density of 0.0003 electrons/Å3. The red and blue indicating 

charge accumulation and depletion regions, respectively and the dotted arrow lines indicate sliding 

direction. The corresponding cross-sectional views of the bilayer system along (b) path I and (c) 

path II. (d-f) the case of graphene/h-BN system and (g-i) the case of h-BN/h-BN system.  

The relationship between friction and polarity could be obtained by examining the roughness 

of charge distribution along different sliding paths. To understand the origin of the anisotropic 

friction behavior, we calculated the charge density difference of these 2D systems. First, from Fig. 

3(a)-(c) for the graphene /graphene system, the charge distribution between the two graphene layers 

is uniform and flat along the sliding paths, which corresponds to a small charge corrugation and 

sliding barrier. Then, for the polar bilayer systems of graphene/h-BN (Figs. 3(d)-(f)) and h-BN/h-

BN (Figs. 3(g)-(i)) and as well as for H-graphene/h-BN and MoS2/MoS2 systems in Figs. S6, along 

the non-polar path I, the net positive charge on the upper layer and the negative charge in the bottom 

layer are uniformly distributed and relatively flat, which also corresponds to a small charge 

corrugation and sliding barrier. However, along the polar path II (Figs. 3(f) and (i)), electron-

deficient and electron-rich atoms alternately appear in both the bottom and upper layers, which 

causes a large fluctuation of charge distribution along the sliding direction. Of course, the larger the 



electronegativity difference, the larger the corrugation of charge distribution and friction. The 

charge density difference of H-graphene/h-BN and MoS2/MoS2 can be found in Fig. S7. 

 

Fig. 4. Linear scaling law of friction. (a) Comparisons of COFs under the load of 0.7 nN/Å2 among 

different bilayer systems. The shear stress as a function of (b) charge transfer and (c) 

electronegativity difference // . 

To establish a clear relationship between electronegativity difference and interfacial friction, 

in Fig. 4 we compare the friction properties for all five calculated systems, as shown in Fig. 4(a). 

The comparisons of COF under the load of 0.7 nN/Å2 in different systems shows that along the non-

polar path I, the COFs are almost equal for all the systems, and about ~0.1, as typical vdW friction 

[5, 14, 15, 40, 41]. Note also that the polar path exhibits larger friction than for the non-polar path 

for all the systems. 

To better understand the different COF along the polar direction II, we further extracted the 

functional relation between in-plane charge transfers and shear stress, as shown in Fig. 4 (b). As the 

different charge analysis methods may yield some deviation, the charge transfers were separately 

calculated by both the Mulliken and Bader charge analysis. Although the two methods provide a 

different amount of charge transfers, the change of charge transfer amount with respect to the friction 

force is quite similar, with errors falling within a small linear window. Interestingly, a linear 

functional relationship has been found between averaged frictional forces and the amount of 

intralayer charge transfer. Compared to the non-polar path I, the added friction in the polar path II 

can now be safely attributed to the enhanced charge density corrugation that appear in the polar path. 

We define the systems total electronegativity difference along a path as



// A B C Dχ χ χ χ χ     , where Xχ  represents electronegativity of the X atom (see Fig. 1(a)). 

By definition, the greater the electronegativity differences between its constituent atoms of each 

layer, the greater the //χ . Similar to charge transfer in Fig. 4(b), the frictional forces increase with 

the increase of //χ , which obeys a linear scaling law (Fig. 4(c)). 

 

Fig. 5. Components of sliding energy barriers. The contributions of Coulomb interaction CoulV and 

vdW energy vdWV   to total potentional energy TV   along (a) path I and (b) path II of 

graphene/graphene, (d) path I and (e) path II of h-BN/h-BN under the normal load of 0.2 nN/Å2, 

and the minimum-energy value along each sliding path is set to 0. The difference of Coulomb 

interaction and vdW energy between the highest and lowest energy stackings as a function of normal 

load for (c) graphene/graphene and (f) h-BN/h-BN, respectively. 

Finally, to see clearly which type of interactions plays the key role on electronegative friction 

in low dimensional systems, we further separately calculated the contributions of Coulomb 

interaction CoulV  and vdW dispersion force vdWV  to the total sliding energy barrier TV  along two 

sliding paths, as shown in Fig. 5. First of all, contrary to the traditional believe, instead of the vdW 

dispersion terms, the Coulomb interaction contributes to most of the sliding potential barrier. For 

the bilayer graphene system, the Coulomb contributions of the two paths are almost equal (see Fig. 

5(a) and (b)), but for the bilayer h-BN system, the additional charge distribution induced by polarity 

enhances the Coulombic contribution to the friction on the polar path, which is almost twice that of 



the non-polar path (see Fig. 5(d) and (e)). In addition, we calculated the relationship between the 

maximum energy barrier max max minV V V   , where maxV and minV are the maximum and minimum 

of the protentional barrier V , and the normal load along the two sliding paths. Interestingly, the 

sliding barrier from vdW dispersion of about 0.01 J/m2 is independent of the external normal load. 

However, the Coulomb contribution to sliding barrier increases with increasing pressure (see Fig. 

5(c) and (f)). Therefore, it can be inferred that the interlayer friction of 2D layered materials is 

mainly determined by the Coulomb interaction. For non-polar paths, different 2D vdW materials 

exhibit similar small Coulomb barrier due to the smooth charge distribution, but for the polar path, 

the larger the polarity, and the larger charge distribution roughness and Coulomb barrier. The above 

results provide a full picture for the interlayer friction of 2D systems. 

Discussion 

The above analysis shows that the electronegativity difference in one preferred direction 

dominates the friction behavior along the sliding path for 2D systems. We denote this friction as 

electronegativity induced friction, which obeys a linear scaling law. It should be emphasized here 

that all the sliding interfaces in our calculation are commensurate. For elastically stiff 2D layers the 

polarity effect will be canceled for the incommensurate interface, such as identical double layers 

with relative rotation. However, if the effective elastic modulus is low enough commensurate-like 

domains may form, and the discussion above is relevant for these cases too. 

In our previous studies, we proposed the charge roughness mechanism of nanofriction [8]. By 

comparing the tribological properties of graphene and hydrogenated graphene, we found that the 

coefficient of friction is proportional to the roughness of the charge distribution of the interface. In 

present work, we further show that the friction of the system is directly related to the corrugation of 

charge distribution in the sliding path by comparing the friction of different 2D systems. In polar 

systems, the electronegativity differences between component atoms can induce additional charge 

roughness, increasing the friction of the system. 

To conclude, using the DFT with dispersion correction, the role of electronegativity in 

interfacial friction has been investigated. We have shown that these 2D systems exhibit almost the 

same friction along a nonpolar sliding path as the similar uniform charge distribution. In contrast, 

the interfacial friction force along the polar path is proportional to the electronegativity difference 



among its constituent atoms. This linear scaling relationship between friction and electronegativity 

difference can be extended to other low-dimensional materials such as multiwall nanotubes and 

nanosheets [12], which will provide not only a new perspective in the field of tribology, but also a 

strategy for controlling friction at nanoscale. 

Methods 

Calculations details. Vienna Ab-initio Simulation Package (VASP) code, based on the Projector 

Augmented-Wave (PAW) method, was employed in the calculations (Ref. [18–20]). The exchange-

correlation interactions were treated with the Generalized Gradient Approximation (GGA) of 

Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof (PBE), with a vdW correction determined by the Many-Body 

Dispersion (MBD) method (Ref. [21]). An energy cut-off of 600 eV and 21×21×1 Monkhorst-Pack 

grids were selected for the 2D irreducible Brillouin-Zone integration (Ref. [22]). The convergence 

thresholds for total energy and Hellmann-Feynman forces are 10−5 eV and 0.01 eV/Å, respectively. 

A vacuum space of at least 20 Å was set to avoid intercell interactions and the in-plane lattice 

constants of the bilayer structures were kept fixed. 

Calculations of shear stress and coefficient of friction. The binding energy of the bilayer system 

is calculated by 12 1 2beE E E E   , where 12E  is the total energy of the bilayer and 1E , 2E  are 

energies of the isolate single layers of the bilayer. At each position, the normal load NF  can be 

exerted on the bilayer system by setting its interlayer distances z according the function 

 N beF E z z    . Thus, the potential energy at the position x under pressure NF  is 

      , , , ,N be N N NV x F E x z x F F z x F   . We define average friction force as

max min( ( ) ( ))f N NF V F V F x    , where max ( )NV F  and min ( )NV F  are the maximum and minimum of 

potential energy along one sliding path, and x  is the distance between them. The coefficient of 

friction μ was calculated by f NF F    , and the shear stress fF A     is the average friction 

force divided by the surface area A [23].  

Calculations of charge density difference. The charge density difference is calculated by 

AB A Bρ ρ ρ ρ    . Here two kinds of charge density difference were calculated, one is charge 

transfer between atoms in single layers, AB A Bρ ρ ρ ρ     , ABρ  , Aρ   and Bρ   are the charge 



densities of single layer, free A and B atoms, respectively. Another is the charge transfer between 

layers in the systems, 
1 2 1 2L L L Lρ ρ ρ ρ    , where

1 2L Lρ , 
1Lρ and 

2Lρ  are the charge densities of 

bilayer layer, top layer L1 and bottom layer L2, respectively. 

Data availability. The data that support the findings of this study are available from the 

corresponding authors on request. 
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